KIT Mutation Associated with Depigmented Patches Regression and Multiple Café-au-lait Macules Development in a Patient with Piebaldism: A Case Report
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Abstract: Piebaldism is a rare genetic disorder caused by KIT mutations and clinically characterized by fixed depigmented patches throughout the body. Herein, a case of piebaldism in which the depigmented patches regressed as the patient grew older, along with the development of multiple café-au-lait macules, is described. The likely pathogenic, heterozygous KIT c.1991-2A>G variant was detected as the potential cause of this unusual piebaldism phenotype. This case provides new knowledge on genotype-phenotype correlation of KIT mutations for piebaldism etiology and presentation.
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Introduction
Piebaldism is a rare autosomal dominant disease of congenital depigmentation that is caused by KIT and, less commonly, SNAI2 mutations.1-3 In particular, KIT encodes a transmembrane tyrosine kinase receptor for stem cell factors that is important for melanocyte survival and function. Hence, KIT mutations (more than 90 different variants have been reported) result in abnormalities in melanocyte migration and/or melanogenesis pathway.4-6 Piebaldism-related genetic mutations affect the skin and hair, resulting in white patches that are distributed on the trunk, abdomen, and limbs in addition to a distinct triangular pattern depigmentation of the forehead and white forelock (WF) of hair.7 In addition, some patients may present café-au-lait macules (CALMs) and intertriginous freckling, two skin lesions that are typically formed in neurofibromatosis7 but that have recently been considered part of a rare phenotypic variant of piebaldism.8 The depigmentation pattern remains stable throughout the life of the patient, although pigmentation of the white forelock has been previously reported,9 in rare cases, acquired pigmentation of body patches has been described after injury.10

Herein, a case of pigmentation of previously depigmented patches distributed throughout the body along with the additional development of multiple CALMs in a 7-year-old is described along with the genetic analysis of the KIT gene that is associated with this rare finding.

Case Report
A Saudi baby girl, resultant of spontaneous vaginal delivery from a healthy mother and a non-relative healthy father who already had two healthy boys, was referred to our clinic at the age of 3 months. She presented with WF and depigmented patches localized on the upper limbs, trunk, back, and lower limbs (none on the hands and feet), measuring up to 7 cm in length (Figure 1A). No CALMs or axial freckling were present at this age, and the infant was healthy and otherwise normal. Upon physical examination, the patient was provisionally diagnosed with piebaldism.
The patient was examined again at the age of 8 months, showing the same clinical presentation as before but with new pigmented macules appearing in the lower limbs (Figure 1B), and later on at the age of 7 years, showing newly extensive pigmentation of the upper and lower limbs, and abdomen skin, as well as in the periphery of the WF (Figure 1C). In addition, the patient developed multiple CALMs in the upper eyelids of the right eye and right upper arm (Figure 1C). No skin freckles or tumors were detected on examination, and the patient was referred to the ophthalmology department to check for the presence of Lisch nodules and ENT team to check for extracutaneous abnormalities, such as impaired hearing or deafness. No abnormalities were detected.

Given the unusual piebaldism course presentation, a blood sample was collected at the last follow-up consultation for KIT sequencing after obtaining informed consent from the parents of the patient. Genetic analysis revealed...
a heterozygous \textit{KIT} variant (NM_000222.2: c.1991–2A>G) that was likely pathogenic. A piebaldism diagnosis was confirmed, and the patient was scheduled regular health follow-up consultations.

\section*{Discussion}

This case report highlights the possibility of generalized regression of the depigmented patches that characterize piebaldism, which commonly remain fixed over the life of the patients, during the growth stage. Noteworthily, a \textit{KIT} mutation was found, for the first time, to be associated with this unusual clinical presentation. Nonetheless, WF regression, which has been rarely reported in the literature, was previously associated with a \textit{KIT} variant in a familial case of piebaldism.\cite{11} In particular, the severity and clinical features of piebaldism have been correlated with the type and location of the pathological mutations in the \textit{KIT} sequence.\cite{12} Two other reports described the spontaneous regression of depigmented patches in the body over period of years or following oral methoxsalen plus ultraviolet A light therapy.\cite{10,13} Interestingly, histological analysis of these depigmented lesions revealed lower density of tyrosinase-positive melanocytes within the dermis than healthy melanocytes, highlighting the molecular variability associated with piebaldism. However, no genetic analysis was performed in these cases to confirmed whether these particular time-dependent phenotypes and molecular findings were related to specific genetic mutations.

In the present piebaldism case, the \textit{KIT} variant c.1991–2A>G, which is classified as highly pathogenic according to The American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics database, was identified with high recommendation for parental targeted testing to establish the origin of the variant. Based on the clinical presentation, it is reasonable to believe that this specific \textit{KIT} variant may lead to the migration of melanocytes to the depigmented patches distributed throughout the body of the patient, despite their abnormal melanogenesis function. For unknown reasons, these melanocytes start functioning after birth, resulting in the regression of the depigmented patches. In addition, this \textit{KIT} mutation was found to be clinically associated with CALMs. This clinical coexistence has been previously reported and is believed to be a rare piebaldism phenotype,\cite{14} and other \textit{KIT} mutations were associated with those cases.\cite{15,16} However, as none of these mutations were similar to the herein identified genetic variant, more cases with the same genetic alteration mutation should be identified before correlating this uncommon piebaldism phenotype with this \textit{KIT} genotype.

In conclusion, \textit{KIT} variant c.1991–2A>G was identified in a patient with piebaldism who experienced regression of the depigmented lesions while growing up, along with the development of multiple CALMs. These clinical findings expand the current knowledge on the presentations and genetic etiology of this rare disease highlighting the significance of the genotype-phenotype correlation of \textit{KIT} mutations in piebaldism. Moreover, these findings can reduce the cosmetic concerns expressed by the patient’s parents especially their concern that limited therapeutic options (eg cosmetic camouflage, hair dyes, and temporary pigmented agents) are available to address the disease-associated skin and hair depigmentation.\cite{17}
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